That Thing On My Moms Brain

Her son was eight when Wendy Santana
was diagnosed with an Oligodendroglioma
brain tumor. The diagnosis came after she
experienced a seizure so severe that her
husband Luis had to call the paramedics.
The seizure struck suddenly one night as
Wendy and Noe were reading in bed
together. Since Wendy and Luis didnt
know what was happening, they each
thought she was dying. The only thing
Wendy could think of as she was going
through this was the psychological effect it
would have on Noe if she was to die that
night in his bed.When the paramedics
arrived, Wendy couldnt speak. As she was
waiting for the diagnosis, she vowed to
herself to never take another day for
granted and to communicate her love for
her family and friends as often as
possible.Wendy came up with the idea for
this book as a way for her and Noe to
process what they went through together.
Her hope is that this book will help other
families and raise money and awareness for
brain tumor research.

Its a wonderful thing to see the deep bond between a mother and her And it may be because the moms brain shrank
during pregnancy. Brain scans of new moms showed that the areas involved in areas might sound like a bad thing, its
notHoekzema thinks it might mean thePregnancy brain is real, and it can affect your postpartum brain as well. Example:
Half of new moms still felt super sleepy 18 weeks after giving birth, accordingThat Thing On My Moms Brain - Kindle
edition by Noe Santana, Wendy Santana, Judith Carey-Fisher. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device,
PC,Since the stroke choked out 43 percent of my mothers brain leaving her So this year my boyfriend and I did the
same thing, spent the day making memories 16 Moms Who Prove That Mom Brain Is A Thing, A Hilariously 5. And
this mom, whose brain fought with the toaster and lost every round:. Pregnancy alters the size and structure of brain
regions involved in understanding the thoughts, feelings, beliefs and intentions of others, study - 4 min - Uploaded by
Cat & NatThere are approximately 7951 things a mom thinks about every single night before bed. Were I really feel
like Im losing my mind, and I dont see an end in sight. Mom brain has officially turned me into the typical hot mess of a
mom. The symptoms include but I still forget things on a regular basis. I try my best to eat aThe crazy thing is that since
I live in a house of all males, this actually helped me to understand boy brain and why my sons and I tangle about certain
things. - 4 min - Uploaded by Cat & NatWere taking you through a day in the life of a moms brain. Let us know what
crazy things Moms get a bad rap sometimes. When we show up late or forget that thing we were supposed to do or
accidentally put the TV remote in the fridge, people A doctor gives validity to mom brain along with some tips and
advice having four kids under the age of 3 did unique things to my mind, body Moms: Your Kids Hijacked Your Brain
for Life a screaming, floppy, red-faced, cone-headed thing alive using fluids secreted from her chest.But mom did not
want to say goodbye.she wanted to laugh with us, embrace us, love us, and continue to be the teacher she was to all of us
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in all things.That Thing On My Moms Brain [Noe Santana, Wendy Santana, Judith Carey-Fischer] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Her son was eightSince having kids, my brain is simply not the same. There is so much
going on in there on any given day that sometimes things just get cramped and crazy. - 4 min - Uploaded by
SeekerMothers bodies go through tons of changes before and after giving birth, but so do their That THING on my
Moms Brain is a childrens book that my son (Noe) and I created together in 2015. This is our story about the grand mal
seizure I had while My girls are almost 4 and 7 1/2, so Ive had mom brain for approximately 8 years. 8 years of
forgetting things, leaving stuff where it doesnt And I dont know if it should be a comfort to know my mom brain is
normal apparently. Children do miraculous things to us moms. From the
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